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1. INTRODUCTION

To date, a major limitation imposed on

global climate models (GCMs) is the lack of reliable

global statistics of ice water path (IWP) and effective

particle size (Deff) with which to evaluate predicted

cirrus against.  The best hope of providing such

statistics is through satellite rem ote sensing, thereby

presenting a need for algorithms that retrieve IW P

and Deff using radiances measured from satellites.

Cirrus radiative properties depend on

vertical profiles of the size and shape of ice particles

and the ice-water content (Yoshida and Asano

2005).  The bimodal nature of the ice particle size

distribution (SD) may also be a significant factor for

terrestrial radiation (Mitchell 2002).  To date no ice

cloud property retrieval scheme has incorporated

existing knowledge of ice particle shape and SD

bim odality.

Another long-standing problem has been the

inability to accurately retrieve LWP, since the

microwave radiometer (MW R) uncertainty for LWP

< 100 g m -2 is 20-30 g m -2 (20% to 100%).  For

higher LW P, the MW R is sufficient.  At the North

Slope of Alaska (NSA) site for the Atm ospheric

Radiation and Measurem ent (ARM) program , the

fraction of liquid or mixed phase clouds having LW P

< 100 g m -2 is greater than 80%, and this fraction is

about 50% at mid-latitudes (Dave Turner, 2005 ARM

presentation).  W ithout a reliable means of retrieving

LW P in the 5-100 g m -2 range, it will be difficu lt to

characterize clouds in the arc tic, and hence difficult

to characterize the arctic radiation balance.  This is

of particular concern given that the polar regions are

expected to be most affected by global warming.

The proposed methodology provides a

means of retrieving Deff, water path (W P) and optical

depth for ice and liquid water clouds, where the

retrievals can be either satellite based or ground-
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based.  The measured thermal radiances are

derived from the 2nd and 3rd mom ents (area and

mass) of the particle size distribution, SD.  That is,

the radiance a sensor measures depends to varying

degrees on the cloud particle geometric cross-

section (strong absorption) and the particle mass

(weak absorption).  Moderate absorption in the

window region between 8.3-10.2 :m would generally

exhibit both area and mass dependence.  These

retrievals are thus sensitive to the small-particle

mode of the SD in cirrus clouds (D < 100 :m), which

retrievals using radar (mass-squared dependence)

may not be sensitive to.  Measurements of the

Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) and

the 2DC probe in mid-latitude cirrus (e.g. Ivanova et

al. 2001) show that the peak concentration of the

sm all mode is typically 2-3 orders of magnitude

greater than the peak concentration in the large SD

mode, mak ing Deff retrievals based on only the large

mode approximately 45% larger than Deff from

retrievals that model both modes.  Hence a radar

retrieval of Deff that does not “see” the small mode

could seriously overestimate Deff.

2.  CIRRUS INFRARED RADIATIVE TRANSFER

The observed upwelling radiance Iobs,N in

satellite channel “N” for an infinitesimally thin cirrus

slab is expressed in terms of the cirrus bulk

em issivity ,ci as 

Iobs,N  =  (1 - ,ci,N ) Iclr,N  +  ,ci,N BN (Tci) tatm ,          (1)

where Iclr is the upwelling radiance for cirrus-free

conditions, BN(Tci) is the Plank blackbody radiance

for satellite sensor band N, and tatm is the

atm ospehric transmittance between cirrus cloud top

and the top of the atm osphere (TOA).  Atm ospheric

transmittance is typically prescribed using radiative

transfer codes and water-vapor/tempera ture

soundings coincident with the satellite radiance

observations.  Conditions under which (1) must be

used are discussed in later sections.  The retrievals
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described below make use of radiances from two

window channels, M and N.

The quantities ,ci and Tci in Eq. (1) are

descriptors of the spatial, radiative, and

microphysical properties of a cirrus cloud.  Exploiting

a cloud mask  (d’Entremont and Gustafson 2003) to

identify nearby cirrus-free radiances provides an

estim ate for Iclr,N, leaving two unknowns in emissivity

and effective tem perature.  W ith only one equation

the solution is mathem atically ill-posed; it is

necessary to add at least one more equation to the

problem.  W riting Eq. (1) for two wavelength bands

“N” and “M” yields

Iobs,N  =  (1 – ,ci,N ) Iclr,N +  ,ci,N  BN(Tci) ,                  (2a)

Iobs,M  =  (1 – ,ci,M ) Iclr,M +  ,ci,M BM (Tci) ,                  (2b)

which at the outset appears to be a well-posed set of

two equations in two unknowns ,ci and Tci.  However

the cirrus emissivity ,ci,N is a wavelength-variant

quantity with dependencies on the imaginary

refractive index at wavelength 8N, ice-particle s ize

and shape, and the bimodality size distribution, SD.

Thus in introducing a second equation we have also

introduced a new unknown in ,ci,M.  It is therefore

necessary to relate ,ci,M to the other “or iginal”

unknowns ,ci,N and/or Tci.  To achieve this relation, a

microphysics/radiation package is introduced that is

comprised of climatological temperature-dependent

information on ice particle shape and s ize

distribution shape.  This ice particle and SD shape

information is explic itly coupled with a treatment for

ice cloud optical properties known as the modified

anomalous diffraction approximation (MADA;

Mitchell et al. 1996; Mitchell 2000; Mitchell 2002;

Mitchell et al. 2006).  Using this model, the em issivity

for any wavelength can be retrieved (and closure

obtained) once an initial ,ci and Tci are retr ieved.

This package of ice cloud microphysical and

radiative properties will now be described.

2.1  Ice cloud microphysical and radiative

properties

Ice cloud emissivities and their associated

absorption optical depths (Jabs) depend on ice crystal

shape (Mitchell and Arnott 1994), mean or effective

ice particle size, and the SD shape or b imodality

(Mitchell 2002).  At this time we have not found a

way to retrieve all these properties using thermal

wavelengths, since the microphysical information

Figure 1.  Examples of SDs from the mid-latitude

and tropical anvil cirrus schem es, which are

diagnosed as a function of temperature and ice

water content (IW C).

content of window-region radiance observations is

limited.  On the other hand, thermal retrievals have

an advantage in that the phase function or

asymmetry parameter “g” is fairly well characterized

due to strong forward scattering, and infrared cloud

emissivities are generally not sensitive to the phase

function or g.  This reduces uncertainties relative to

retrievals using solar channels.  Therefore, to obtain

closure in our retrievals, we introduce a priori

information on ice particle and size distribution

shapes.
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Parameterizations using temperature and

ice water content (IW C) as inputs have been

developed for diagnosing the SD for (1) mid-latitude

cirrus clouds (Ivanova et al. 2001) and (2) tropical

anvil cirrus clouds (Ivanova 2004).  The SDs are

bimodal in each case, with each mode represented

by a gamma distribution of the form

N(D) = No D
< exp(-7D) .            (3)

These SDs are illustrated in Fig. 1 as a function of

temperature.  In the tropical SD scheme, the small

mode increases with decreasing temperature,

whereas the opposite occurs in the mid-latitude

scheme.  This results in very different cirrus radiative

properties between these schemes for a given IW C.

The mean ice particle size and the SD bimodality

(i.e. < and 7 for each mode) are determined solely

from temperature, and temperature can be retrieved

via the Plank function in (2).  This leaves particle

shape as the remaining unspecified property

required for closure.

The percentages of ice particle shapes in ice

clouds are being characterized climatolog ically with

the advent of the Cloud Particle Imager (e.g. Lawson

et al. 2001).  The percentages of various ice crystal

shapes are given at three different temperatures in

Lawson et al. (2006) for mid-latitude cirrus clouds for

maximum dimension D > 50 :m.  Based on this

information, the temperature-dependent crystal

shape recipe described in Fig. 2 was developed,

which is appropriate for the large m ode.  At

temperatures between -25 and -55 oC, the rec ipe is

representative of 22 Learjet flights in over 15,000 km

of mid-latitude cirrus.  Crystal shape percentages

outside this range constitute educated guesses

based partially on observed trends in the data.  The

crystal shape recipe for tropical cirrus assumes 30%

columns, 5% plates and 65% planar polycrysta ls in

the large mode of the SD, based on observations of

ice crysta l shape in tropical anvil cirrus reported in

the literature (e.g. Heym sfield et al. 2002; Connelly

et al. 2004, Garrett et al. 2005).   Crystal shape

percentages for the small mode for mid-latitude and

tropical anvil cirrus are shown in Table 1.  These

percentages for tropical anvils are based on 13 DC-8

flights and about 100,000 particles near the tops of

anvils in the tropical western Pacific, near Kwajale in

atoll in the Marshall Islands.  The mid-latitude

percentages were estimated from random inspection

of CPI images (Pa ul Law son , personal

communication).

The MADA scheme for radiative properties

is formulated in terms of ice particle projected area-

Figure 1. Tem perature-dependent crystal shape

recipe for the large mode of the SD for mid-latitude

cirrus clouds.

and mass-dimension power law relationships, which

are unique for each ice particle shape.  It is also

formulated in terms of the six gamm a SD

param eters of a bimodal SD (i.e. one set of

param eters per mode; see Eq. 3).  It is thus explic itly

coupled with the a priori information described

above.  The MADA has been formulated to treat any

ice particle shape recipe.

2.2 Ice Particle Area- and Mass-Dimensional

Power Laws

The retrieval of IW P and Deff are sensitive to

the ice particle shape assumed, which is the same

as saying they are sensitive to the projected area-

and mass-dimensional (P-D and m-D) power law

relationships that represent various ice particle

shapes in MADA.  The constants used here in the P-

D and m-D relations are listed in Table 2, a long with

references.  Unfortunately the m-D power law for

“irregular” ice crystals has not been characterized,

so we have had to assume a relationship based on

2-dimensional images from the Cloud Particle

Imager (CPI; see Lawson et al. 2001).  Irregular

crystals, as shown in Lawson et al. (2006), appear to

be blocky or brick-like in shape, with a relatively

large amount of mass per unit length.  Their m-D

power law for D > 100 :m is based on the
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assum ption that an irregular crystal has the same

mass as a hexagonal column when D = 50 :m and

has 2.5 times the mass of a bullet rosette at 300 :m.

Note that the mass of a short (low-aspect ratio)

hexagonal column at 300 :m is 4 times the mass of

a bullet rosette at this size.

The m-D expression for D < 100 :m can be

estimated if one is having some confidence on the

P-D relationship.  The P-D relation for compact

polycrysta ls (Mitchell et al. 1996) agrees with the P-D

power law for irregular crystals (Lawson et al. 2006;

valid for D > 50 :m) within  10% for 150 :m < D <

500 :m.  For D < 100 :m, the Lawson formula yields

areas approaching that of a sphere, whereas the

compact polycrystal expression yields areas similar

to that of a square for a given D.  Therefore the P-D

power law for com pact polycrystals was used to

represent irregular ice particles at all sizes.

W ith reasonable confidence in the P-D

relationship, one can estimate the m-D power law for

D < 100 :m by determining the linear relation

between the effective photon path de (i.e. the ratio

P/D i m, where D i = density of bulk ice) and D as

described in Mitchell and Arnott (1994).  This de-D

relationship can be determ ined by noting de is zero

when D = 0, and evaluating another de-D pair near D

= 100 :m where one has reasonable confidence in

P and m.  The resulting relation de = (D gives mass

as m = ( D i F D*+1, where P = F D*.  This mass

relation for 0 < D < 100 :m can be used to generate

the constants " and $ in the m-D relation m = " D$,

which are given in Table 2.

3.  RETRIEVAL OF ICE WATER PATH

The retrieval of IW P or liquid water path

(LWP) makes use of the emissivity , retrieved from

any thermal wavelength in an atmospheric “window”

(i.e. where absorption by atmospheric gases is

minimal).  The derivation of the equation that relates

IW P to , when scattering is negligible is given in

Appendix A.  Regarding IWP, if Tci can be retrieved,

then the SD parameters that determine Deff (< and 7

for each mode) can be diagnosed, and based on

these SD parameters, the MADA gives the SD area

weighted absorption eff iciency Q&abs for any given

wavelength.  Note that

Q&abs  =  $abs / P t ,            (4)

where $abs is the absorption coefficient of the SD and

P t is SD projected area.  This information can now

be used to determine IWP at any given “window”

wavelength 8:

              2 D i Deff ln(1 - ,) cos 2
IWP  =                                                                  ,          (5)
        

 3 Q&abs 

where 2 is the instrument viewing angle (cos 2 = 1 at

zenith) and D i is the bulk density of ice (0.917 g cm -

3).  IWPs at each 8 can be averaged (provided ,(8)

is unsaturated) to produce a mean IW P, and an

estim ate of precision is obtained from the standard

deviation.

M a the m atic al ly,  c l o s u re  c a n  be

demonstrated by equating the rhs of (5) at two

different wavelengths (M and N), noting that , and

Q&abs are functions of 8.  This yields the expression

(Q&abs,M / Q&abs,N)
,M = 1 - [1 - ,N ]             (6)

Since Q&abs,M and Q&abs,N are only functions of the SD

(i.e. 7 and <) and 8, and the SD is a function of

temperature, then by knowing the two satellite

sensor wavelengths, ,N and Tci, ,M can be

determined.

The relationship between cloud emissivity

and IWP and its complex dependence on ice particle

size and shape is illustrated in Fig. 3 and 4.  The

curves were generated using MADA, the SD scheme

for mid-latitude cirrus (Ivanova et al. 2001) and the

indicated ice crystal shape information.  Scattering

was accounted for, and cloud emissivities were

calculated as

, = 1 - T - R             (7)

where T = transmissivity and R = reflectivity for a

given 8.  This requires knowledge of the asymmetry

parameter “g”at thermal wavelengths, which is not

treated by MADA.  W e use the parameterization of

Yang et al. (2005) to determine g for cirrus clouds as

a function of Deff.  A two-stream m odel provided by

Dr. John Edwards from the Hadley Centre for

Cl im ate  Pred ic tion an d R ese arc h, U .K .

Meteorological Office, was used with MADA to

create these figures.  This two-stream model, which

includes scattering effects, is used in the Unified

Model (i.e. the Hadley Centre GCM) for terrestr ial

radiation.  One may also employ more sophisticated

radiation transfer models using this retrieval

methodology.

Figures 3 and 4 show the IWP range over

which the IW P retrievals are valid for wavelengths at

8.55 :m and 3.74 :m, respectively.  Both

wavelengths correspond to VIIRS imager bands to

be flown on upcoming NPOESS satellites.  These

figures illustrate the importance of having a priori 
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Figure 3.  IWP-, relationships for the mid-latitude

cirrus crystal shape recipe and bullet rosettes.  Each

pair of curves represents ± 1 standard deviation from

the average measured D& , showing the uncertainty in

IWP when D&  is not known.

Figure 4.  Same as Fig. 3 except for the wavelength

band centered at 3.74 :m.

information on ice particle shape as part of one’s

retrieval scheme.  If  the ice particle shape

composition is approximately known, then natural

variability in ice particle s ize (i.e. D& ) does not

introduce excessive uncertainty in the IW P retrieval.

In the study by Ivanova et al. (2001), about 1000

SDs were evaluated from  various cirrus field

campaigns.  The mean size of the large mode of the

SD, D& , was 210 :m ± 90 :m.  Figures 3 and 4 show

the emissivity-IW P relationship for one standard

deviation from D&  for the Lawson recipe and for bullet

rosettes, a comm on ice crystal habit in cirrus clouds.

The Lawson recipe accounts for irregular shaped ice

crysta ls that may be overlooked in qualitative

appraisals of ice crystal shape economies.  For the

Lawson shape recipe, the uncertainty in IWP is

about ± 20% or less for 8 = 8.55 :m and about ±

17% or less for 8 = 3.74 :m.  Obviously in the

absence of ice particle shape information,

uncertainties are much greater.  The reduced

uncertainty associated with the 3.74 :m channel is

due to weaker absorption (more mass-dependent

absorption) at this wavelength.  If Deff was also

retrieved, this might reduce IWP uncertainties.  Such

retrievals are discussed in the next section.

The main reason the ,-IW P curves for bullet

rosettes are different than those for the Lawson

recipe is that the relatively massive irregular crystals

contribute substantially to the Lawson recipe.  For a

given IWP consisting of only irregular crystals, there

will be fewer irregular crystals than if only bullet

rosettes existed, and the projected area associated

with irregular crysta ls will be relatively low.  This

results in decreased emissivities for irregular crysta ls

for a given IW P.

For the 3.74 :m channel, IWP values at

least up to 250 g m -2 can be retrieved (Fig. 4), while

for the 8.55 :m channel, values up to about 200 g m -

2 can be retrieved (Fig. 3).  At 3.74 :m, the curves

begin to asymptote at lower , relative to 8.55 :m.

This is due to mass-dependent absorption and

greater scattering by ice particles at 3.74 :m.  One

disadvantage of using the 3.74 :m channel is that

during the daytime, both the terrestrial and solar

radiation spectrum contribute to the radiances.

4.  RETRIEVAL OF EFFECTIVE DIAMETER IN

CIRRUS CLOUDS

As described in Mitchell (2002), effective

diameter can be universally defined for both liquid

water and ice clouds as

3  W C
Deff =  ___________             (8)

2  D  P t

where W C is the water content (units = g m-3), D is

the bulk density of water or ice (units = g   cm -3) and

P t is the projected area of the size distribution SD

(units = cm2 m -3).  At thermal wavelengths, radiance

information on ice particle size results from  its

dependence on the absorption efficiency, Q abs.  W e

thus use ratios of Q&abs at two wavelengths to

estim ate Deff.  In practice, the absorption optical

depth, Jabs, is retrieved since ratios of Jabs at two 
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Figure 5.  Possible relationships for retrieving Deff in

mid-latitude cirrus clouds.

Figure 6.  Sensitivity of Deff retrievals to ice crystal

shape in m id-latitude cirrus clouds.  All curves

include scattering effects.

wavelengths are equivalent to ratios of Q&abs.  That is,

the SD (i.e. P t) dependence of Jabs cancels when

taking ratios, yielding the Q&abs ratio.  Effective

thermal window wavelength combinations or ratios

for retrieving Deff consist of (1) Jabs for relatively weak

absorption in the wavelength range 3.7- 4.0 :m

divided by Jabs for strong absorption (i.e. 10.8 - 12.5

:m); (2) Jabs for m oderate absorption (8.3 - 10.0 :m)

divided by Jabs for strong absorption; and (3) Jabs for

relatively weak absorption divided by Jabs for

moderate absorption.  To calculate Jabs, its relation to

the cloud transmissivity T is inverted:

Jabs = -ln T .           (9)

But since T is not retrieved, we estimate Jabs by

ignoring scattering, using only ,:

Jabs = -ln(1 - ,).           (10)

4.1 Mid-latitude cirrus clouds

To determine whether cirrus clouds contain

radiance information from which Deff could be

retrieved, the MADA scheme was used to relate Jabs

ratios to Deff using the ratio combinations described

above.  This is shown for m id-latitude cirrus clouds

in Fig. 5 for the Lawson crystal shape rec ipe, where

the solid curves correspond to the zero-scattering

assumption.  This assumption appears to be

generally good.  As noted, the Lawson crystal shape

recipe contains a substantial percentage of

“irregular”crystals (shown in Fig. 4 of Lawson et al.

2006) that appear to have re latively large masses for

a given maximum  dim ension D.  These relatively

massive crysta ls are responsible for the crysta l-

recipe curves in Fig. 5 extending to relatively large

values of Deff.  In fact, some Deff retrievals may be

underestimating Deff due to the neglect of these

mass ive ice crystals in the SD algorithm

assumptions.

None of the Jabs ratio combinations in Fig. 5

yield a Jabs-Deff curve that provides a unique value for

Deff at every corresponding value of Jabs.  We thus

tentatively conclude that a comprehensive method

for retrieving any value of Deff at terrestrial

wavelengths is very much in question for mid-latitude

cirrus clouds, even when scatter ing is accounted for.

This is because Jabs ratios are really ratios of Q&abs,

and Q&abs is the only radiative property at thermal

wavelengths that is likely to be exploited for size

information.  Nonetheless, Deff can still be

approximated as a function of temperature.  Since

Tci is retrieved, the SD scheme of Ivanova et al.

(2001) can be used to approximate Deff and reduce

uncertainties in the retrieval of IW P in mid-latitude

cirrus clouds.

The reason unique solutions for Deff are not

obtained for mid-latitude cirrus clouds is because of

the relationship between the small and large modes

of the SD.  As the large mode broadens, the

amplitude of the small mode increases, so much so

that Q&abs decreases slightly.  This creates a situation

where the same Jabs ratio may correspond to two Deff

values.

The sensitivity of the Deff retrievals to ice

crystal shape is shown in Fig. 6 for mid-latitude

cirrus clouds.  This illustrates how the Jabs ratios 
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Figure 7.  Possible relationships for retrieving Deff in

tropical anvil cirrus clouds.

Figure 8.  Sensitivity of Deff retrievals to ice crystal

shape in tropical anvil cirrus clouds.

depend on ice crystal shape and underscores the

need for a priori information on ice particle shape in

retrieval algorithms.

4.2 Tropical anvil cirrus clouds

Because the relationship between the sm all

and large modes of the SD for tropical anvil cirrus is

opposite that of mid-latitude cirrus, the Jabs ratio

yields unique solutions for Deff in this case, as shown

in Fig. 7.  The Jabs ratio based on 3.74 and 8.55 :m

appears best suited for retrieving Deff, although using

the 3.74 :m channel may require nighttim e

conditions.  The sensitivity of the Deff retrieval to ice

particle shape is shown in Fig. 8.  If bullet rosettes

turn out to be a minor constituent in anvil cirrus, as

some studies suggest (Baran et al. 1998; Connolly

et al. 2004), then the crystal shape dependence of

tropical anvil Deff retrievals will be considerably less.

5.  LIQUID WATER CLOUDS

In the case of liquid water clouds, the

situation is simplified in some ways since (1) the

cloud droplets all have the same shape, reducing

retrieval uncertainties and (2) the SD is generally

monom odal, allowing Deff to be retrieved.  On the

other hand, , can be more sensitive to radiation

scattering.  The procedure for retrieving the LW P is

similar to that for obtain ing IW P in cirrus clouds: first

retrieve Deff from the Jabs ratio, and second retrieve

LW P from the emissivity.  The radiative properties

are calculated from Mie theory, and the Hadley

Centre two-stream model noted above can be used

to treat scattering.  Cloud droplet size spectra were

represented as monom odal using (3) with < = 10.

The retrieval method should work well with passive

ground-based infrared interferometers, such as the

Atm ospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer,

(AERI (Knuteson et al. 2004)).  AERI radiances can

be used to retrieve emissivities at many wavelengths

in the atmospheric window regions provided

coincident l idar and/or radar, and sonde

tem perature-profile measurem ents are available, as

described in DeSlover et al. (1999).

5.1   Effective Diameter

The at 8.55/11.4 :m Jabs ratio and the

3.74/11.4 :m Jabs ratio are shown as a function of Deff

in Fig. 9, where Jabs is given by (10).  The zero-

scattering relationship is shown by the dashed

curves.  W hen the LWP is less than 50 g m -2, the

3.74/11.4 :m Jabs ratio-Deff rela tionship is insensitive

to scattering by water droplets.  Both Jabs ratio-Deff

relationships yield unique Deff values for any given

Jabs ratio over the expected range of Deff as LW P is

incremented up to 100 g m -2 or higher.  Thus either

or both relationships can be used to retrieve Deff as

outlined in Section 5.4.

5.2   Liquid Water Path

The relationship between LWP and

em issivity , is shown in Fig 10 for 8 = 3.74 :m.  The

weaker absorption at this wavelength provides a

greater range for LW P retrievals.  W hen LW P < 30

g m -2, a somewhat unique relationship exists 
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Figure 9.  Relationships for retrieving Deff in liquid

water clouds.

Figure 10.  Dependence of , on D&  and LW P, used

for the retrieval of LWP.

between , and LW P.  At higher LWP, scattering

becomes important and the ,-LW P relationship

becomes strongly dependent on Deff.  This is

illustrated in Fig. 10, where the modeled curves

correspond to D&  (or Deff) over their normal range of

natural variability.  It is seen that for D&  = 5 :m, the

limit for retrieving LW P is about 60 g m -2.  For D&  = 10

:m, the limit is about 80 g m -2, and for D&  = 20 :m,

the limit is about 120 g m -2.  Thus, under most

conditions, the LWP retrieval range may be about 5

to 80 g m -2 or better.  This method should

complement the MW R LW P retrievals fair ly well,

which have an uncertainty of about 30% when LW P

= 80 g m -2, with less uncertainty at higher LWPs.

It was found that by varying the value of the

dispersion parameter < in (3) between 5 and 13 that

the uncertainty in LW P was only ± 4%.

5.3   Optical Depth

Finally, visible optical depth J is estimated

from the retrieved LWP and Deff:

J  =  3 LW P / (Dw Deff)           (11)

which is based on the assumption that at visible

wavelengths, extinction eff iciency Qext = 2.  Note that

(11) is also used to calculate J for cirrus clouds.

5.4    Retrieval Method

Many approaches may be used that

minimize computational time and expense, but in

principle, one begins with retrievals of cloud

em issivity at two or three different wavelengths as

described above.  Emissivities are inverted using

(10) to yield a Jabs ratio.  Then the radiation algorithm

is run with an initial LW P value, and adjusting D&  until

the theoretically predicted and observed values of

the Jabs ratio match.  Then the measured , at 3.74

:m is compared with the predicted , at 3.74 :m.  If

convergence is not met, the LW P is  incremented

and the cycle is repeated until both the predicted and

measured Jabs ratios and , at 3.74 :m m atch or meet

the convergence criteria.  This yields the LW P.

Finally, using the LWP and D eff, the visible optical

depth is retrieved via (11).  This general

methodology may also be successfully applied to

rem ote sensing from satellites to obtain Deff, LWP

and J, as well as the passive ground-based and

space-based remote sensing of cirrus clouds to

obtain Deff, IW P and J.

6.   PHASE DISCRIMINATION

It may be possible to discriminate the phase

of the cloud (liquid water or ice) by using the Jabs ratio

at 3.74/11.4 :m.  As shown in Figs. 5-8 and 9, this

ratio is generally greater than 0.25 for ice clouds and

is generally less than 0.25 for liquid water clouds.

This occurs since (1) the im aginary index of

refraction for bulk ice is about twice as large as the

corresponding value for liquid water at 3.74 :m, and

(2) ice crystals tend to be larger than water droplets.

Both factors contribute to larger Q&abs values for ice

clouds, providing a convenient means of phase

discrimination.
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7.  RESULTS

To demonstrate the performance of this

methodology for m id-latitude cirrus clouds, the

ground-based AERI instrument was used to retrieve

Deff, IWP and J for the 9 March 2000 cirrus case

study at the Southern Great Plains (SGP) ARM site,

as shown in Fig. 11.  Since the retrieval was for mid-

latitude cirrus, unique solutions for Deff are only

possible below a certain Jabs ratio.  For AERI

observation times greater than 21.2 UTC, non-

unique Deff solutions occur and Deff values, though

larger than about 65 :m, are highly uncertain.  But

since only larger Deff values are non-unique, the

percent uncertainty should generally not be greater

than about 40%.

Figure 11.  Example of mid-latitude cirrus retrievals using the 9 March 2000 case study during a DOE-ARM

IOP (Intensive Observation Period).  The time-series of radar reflectivities of the cirrus are superimposed on

each panel to aid in interpreting the retrievals.
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Retrievals of IW P in mid-latitude cirrus

corresponding to non-unique Deff retrievals should

have less uncertainty than the Deff retrievals.  This is

because Q&abs is a function of Deff (see Eq. A5), and

Eq. 5 tells us that the dependence of IW P on Deff will

not be linear (i.e. proportional to Deff), but will be

weaker than this.  The “Deff cancellation” effect in (5)

will be greater for weaker absorption (e .g. 8 = 3.74

:m) since the dependence of Q&abs on Deff becomes

more linear as absorption becomes m ore mass-

dependent.

The cirrus case study evaluated in Fig. 11

was also used in a ground-based retrieval

intercom parison study (Comstock et al. 2006).  An

earlier version of our cirrus cloud property retrieval

method was compared against 11 other active and

passive methods for retrieving visible optical depth

(OD) and IWP.  Several other methods yielded ODs

and IWPs similar to our own values.

8.   SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A methodology has been described for

retrieving Deff, W P (IW P or LWP) and J from  satellite

sensors  or passive ground-based infrared

radiometers.  This applies to both liquid water and

ice clouds, and a means of discriminating water

phase is described.  For cirrus clouds, the retrieval

of these properties depends considerably on the

bimodality of the size distribution (i.e. the relationship

between the small and larger ice particle m odes).  A

given Jabs ratio m ay correspond to a considerably

different Deff value for a mid-latitude cirrus cloud than

for a tropical anvil cirrus cloud.  In addition, Deff

retrievals using infrared radiances should depend

substantially on ice particle shape.  These findings

underscore the importance of incorporating

climatologies of ice particle and size distribution

shape appropriate to mid-latitude and tropical anvil

cirrus in cloud property retrieval schemes.

The retrieval range for IW P is about 5-250 g

m -2, which appears to coincide with the range of IW P

observed in most c irrus c louds.  The retrieval range

for LW P under m ost conditions is about 5 to 80 g m -2

or better.  This fills an im portant gap, since this is

precisely the range over which LWP retrievals from

the microwave radiometer (MW R) perform  poorly.

Uncertainties associated with the water

cloud retrievals appear to be on the order of ± 5%

based on theoretical calculations, but this scheme

has only recently been developed and much testing

is still needed.  The main factors contributing to the

uncertainty in cirrus cloud retrievals, nam ely particle

shape and size distribution shape, are not an issue

for liquid water clouds.  Regarding cirrus clouds, if

the percentages of various ice particle shapes can

be reasonably approximated from a priori particle

shape information for each m ode of the size

distribution, then the uncertainty in IWP retrievals

should be no worse than ± 20%.  This uncertainty

should be considerably less for tropical anvil cirrus,

where Deff can be retrieved with better accuracy.
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Table 1.  Ice crystal shape recipes in percent by number concentration for the small crystal mode of mid-

latitude and tropical anvil cirrus clouds.

______________________________________________________________________________

Crystal shape Mid-latitude cirrus Tropical anvil cirrus   

______________________________________________________________________________

Quasi-spherical 53 44.6

irregular 31 48.4

bullet rosette 16  0

hexagonal columns  0 5.6

hexagonal plates  0 1.4

______________________________________________________________________________

Table 2.  Projected area- and mass-dimensional power law constants for relationships of the form P = F D*

and m = " D$ that were used in MADA.

______________________________________________________________________________

Crystal shape             small mode of SD                           large mode of SD               

     F          *            "           $      F        *            "            $

______________________________________________________________________________

quasi-spherical1 0.5414     2.000    0.21875   3.000  0.5414   2.000    0.21875    3.000

irregular2 0.4715      2.000    0.20935   3.000  0.4715   2.000    0.06150    2.734

planar po lycrysta ls3 0.2285     1.880    0.0581     2.879  0.2285   1.880    0.007389  2.449

bullet rosette4 0.1470     1.750    0.0260     2.750  0.1404   1.740    0.0260      2.750

hexagonal columns5 0.6837      2.000    0.2515     3.000  0.0459   1.415    0.001658  1.910

hexagonal plates6 0.2395      1.855    0.04953   2.852  0.2395   1.855    0.007389  2.449

______________________________________________________________________________

1: Nousian and McFarquhar, 2005

2: Lawson et al. 2006 (area); see text for mass

3: Mitchell et al. 1996

4: Lawson et al., 2006 (area); Heymsfield et al., 2002 (mass)

5. Mitchell et al., 1996; Mitchell and Arnott, 1994 (large mode m ass)

6. Auer and Veal, 1970 (area); Mitchell and Arnott, 1994; Mitchell et al., 1996 (mass)
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APPENDIX A: Dependence of  IWP on Emissivity

The following is a derivation of the

relationship between IW P, emissivity ,, effective

diameter Deff, and satellite viewing angle 2.  If we

assume no scattering at thermal wavelengths:

,  =  1 - exp(- Jabs /cos 2) ,          (A1)

where Jabs is the absorption optical depth.  For a

cirrus cloud where the SD is invariant with in-cloud

position,

 Jabs  =  $abs )z ,          (A2)

where )z = c loud physical depth and $abs is the

absorption coefficient, defined as:

$abs =  I Qabs(D, 8) P(D) N(D) dD ,        (A3)

where Qabs is the absorption coefficient, P is the

projected area of an ice particle of maximum

dimension D, N(D) is the size distribution and 8 is the

wavelength.  The dependence of Q abs on 8 is very

complex but is predicted by MADA theory.  However,

in situ measurem ents and theoretical work (Baran et

al. 2003; Mitchell et al. 2006) indicate that the photon

tunneling process may contribute relatively little to

absorption for ice crysta ls having complex shapes.

For such conditions, Qabs may be well approximated

(Mitchell 2002) by the anom alous diffraction

approximation (ADA) as given in Mitchell and Arnott

(1994):

Qabs,ADA  =  1 - exp(-4 B n i de / 8) ,          (A4)

where n i is the imaginaray index of refraction and de

= effective photon path for a single ice particle.  Note

de = V/P, where V = volume at bulk ice density D i.

Since Deff is simply de but for the entire size

distribution, we may substitute Deff for de in (A4), but

noting that the diameter of a sphere is 3/2 de :

Q&abs,ADA  =  1 - exp(-8 B n i Deff / 3 8) ,     (A5)

where Q&abs,ADA represents Qabs for the entire SD.

This allows Qabs to go outside the integral in (A3) as

Q&abs (Mitchell 2002), mak ing the integral the total

projected SD area, P t .  Hence, (A3) can be

formulated as

$abs  =  Q&abs,ADA  P t ,          (A6)

and Jabs is expressed as 

 Jabs  =   Q&abs,ADA  P t  )z .          (A7)

Calculations of Jabs and , using (A7) yield essentia lly

identical values as determined using the scheme of

Mitchell (2002), which uses an exact solution of (A3).

Equation (A7) can now be com bined with (1) to solve

for IW P, noting that (1) can be written as

 Deff  =  3 IW P /(2 D i P t  )z) ,          (A8)

giving

IWP  =  2 D i Deff Jabs /(3 Q&abs,ADA ).          (A9)

Substituting for Jabs in (A1) using (A9), (A1) can be

rewritten as

, = 1 - exp(-3 IW P Q&abs,ADA / 2 D i Deff cos 2) .   (A10)

Inverting (A10) to solve for IW P,

              -2  D i  Deff  ln(1 - ,)  cos 2
IWP  =                                                                          .  (A11)

            3  Q&abs,ADA 

Knowing the wavelength and the retrieved Deff

provides Q&abs,ADA via (A5), and IWP is readily solved

for.  In practice, the modified anomalous diffraction

approximation (MADA) is used instead of (A5) to

calculate Q&abs (Mitchell 2002) so that tunneling and

internal reflection/refraction contributions to

absorption are considered, as well as SD bim odality.
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